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AUDITOR OF COURT GLASGOW (INTERIM) 

REPORT ON TAXATION IN FEES DISPUTE BETWEEN 

BILKUS & BOYLE, SOLICITORS, CARDONALD, GLASGOW 

AND 

SCOTTISH LEGAL BOARD 

RELATING TO IMMIGRATION ACCOUNTS/ VISITS TO DUNGAVEL IRC 

 

10 accounts in dispute: 

 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1. This matter was first brought to my attention as Glasgow Auditor in June, 2012 by Mr 

C Porter (CP) of Bilkus & Boyle (B&B), relating to what he described as the Scottish 

Legal Aid Board (SLAB) not adhering to an agreement with his firm which dated back to 

around December, 2011. Thereafter there was protracted correspondence between 

myself and B&B and SLAB on whether a taxation diet was necessary at that time. I did 

fix a diet for 10 December, 2012 which was attended by Mr R McKinnon (RM) with 

Leanne McCrone (LM) both of B&B, and by 

(CG) from SLAB. After hearing parties’ partial submissions, it was agreed by all that 

the taxation diet that day should be adjourned to enable further discussions between 

both parties as at that time there  appeared to be much common ground and little in 

dispute, certainly not enough material disagreement between the parties to justify  

continuing with a formal taxation diet on that date. 
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2. The parties then had a long meeting on 10.12.12 in the Auditor’s Office (without me 

attending) and came to a further apparent ‘agreement’ on how these immigration 

accounts should be claimed and paid. A letter from SLAB (DH) to B&B dated 28.1.13 

was later sent which contained 9 points which had been discussed at their meeting on 

10.12.12. The first paragraph of that letter refers to ‘an earlier agreement between 

the two parties on or about December 2011’. That December 2011 ‘agreement’ and the 

subsequent further purported agreement of 10.12.12 are the source of the dispute 

which is now before me for taxation. 

3. In June, 2013 I was again contacted by CP of B&B as the purported 10.12.12 

‘agreement’ had not been adhered to by SLAB, in his view, and that he sought another 

taxation diet to deal with  x 3  “sample “ accounts (

in dispute with SLAB. After several email exchanges between 

myself and the two parties to be sure that a further taxation diet was appropriate, I 

fixed a further taxation diet for 15.8.13. This second diet was fixed at the insistence 

of B&B though SLAB did not agree that it was appropriate that another taxation diet 

be fixed at that time. In particular, I received from DH at SLAB on 13.8.13 an email 

which included the following comment,  “..’I do not believe that a taxation is the 

appropriate forum to revisit and dissect an agreement or to seek to enforce the 

Board’s understanding of such an agreement…” In my opinion, DH’s comment was well-

founded and, as I have said before to both parties, I do not think it is a primary 

function of an Auditor to interpret a form of words which parties may have agreed 

upon and then apply that to an account in dispute. An Auditor’s function is usually to 

apply fees regulations and interpret and apply those to accounts lodged for taxation. 

4. The taxation diet of 15.8.13 was attended by CP and LM and by DH and CG for SLAB. 

It lasted 90 minutes and lengthy submissions were made. The list of “sample “ accounts 

in dispute had by then increased to x 10, all of which are listed at the heading of this 

report. The main thrust of the submissions on 15.8.13 focussed on the 

misunderstanding(s) or different interpretations by parties relating to their purported 

agreement(s), particularly relating to (i) reasonable travel claims to/from Dungavel IRC 

depending on how many ‘clients’ i.e. existing or potential were being seen on such visits; 

(ii) apportionment of travel costs between multiple accounts ; (iii) SLAB’s emphasis on 

the importance of solicitors’ awareness of the precise detail within their Advice and 

Assistance Guidance, and the distinction between that category of legal aid and the  

Regulations and Guidance which applies to Criminal or Civil Legal Aid accounts. I was 

also provided with  3 of the relevant 10 case files from B&B and I was provided with 37 

pages of L.A. Regulations and Statutes to consider by SLAB. At the close of the diet of 

15.8.13 it was agreed that a continued diet be assigned to enable parties to consider 

their opponent’s submissions of 15.8.13 and to see if issues could be narrowed or 

agreed. The continued date chosen was 27.9.13, which later transpired to be unsuitable 

and a further date was then fixed for 14.11.13. 
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5. On 14.11.13 at the continued  taxation diet, B&B were represented by CP and LM 

and SLAB by solicitor (EG) and CG. SLAB had sent me written submissions 

(a further 5 pages) since the last  diet . B&B had by then provided me with all 10 files 

now included in this dispute i.e. the 10 accounts listed at the head of this report. 

Further submissions were made by parties on 14.11.13, including parties summarising 

their main points for a decision by the Auditor. At this diet both parties appeared to 

agree [ according to my notes ] that the disputed 10 accounts, although only a random 

sample of B&B’s several files  now awaiting payment, that those 10 were all historical 

and that the issues being discussed at the taxation diets appeared to be resolved now 

for the more recent and current similar Dungavel IRC accounts. This was partly due  to 

changes made by Dungavel IRC management to the interviewing and appointments 

system in place there. 

 B&B indicated that they would provide me with their written response and submissions 

(i.e. responding to SLAB’s written submissions received by B&B and myself just prior to 

14.11.13). I received B&B’s written submissions (15 pages) on 17.1.14, which brought to 

an end the written material I was to consider (now 57 pages) as well as the oral 

submissions made at 3 taxation diets spanning 11 calendar months. 

  

6. I have read carefully all of SLAB’s written submissions on all 10 disputed accounts, in 

conjunction with the  LA accounts copied to me and have also read those together with 

the separate B&B written  responses to each submission item by item. It remains my 

view as expressed earlier to Parties that this exercise should have been carried out 

between the 2 parties more fully before involving an Auditor in the  entry by entry 

minutiae of 10 such accounts,  but I have been asked to decide upon the issues in 

dispute within these 10 accounts and provide a workable decision to assist in that 

exercise. I therefore find myself almost in the position of ‘doing the job’ of the SLAB 

Assessors and therefore have to substitute my own knowledge and experience as 

Auditor of Court of taxing various categories of accounts and applying what I consider 

to be fair and reasonable judgements in all accounts.   

 

           Applying that experience and crucially also applying the general principles of fairness in 

taxation of accounts by allowing expenses which are proper and reasonable, I have 

found that every point of objection raised by SLAB has been answered systematically 

in the 15 pages of B&B’s written submissions, in which they detail a satisfactory 

explanation (to me at least) by way of their written explanations from a solicitor which 

enables me to rule in B&B’s favour in all of the points in all 10 accounts. I also find it 

difficult on the basis of what I heard coupled with written submissions to disagree 

with a solicitor’s assessment [a solicitor being an officer of the Court] of the degree of 

urgency they consider appropriate relating to their own clients (or potential clients). 
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7. In view of my decision to uphold all of B&B’s submissions on the detailed abatements 

proposed by SLAB, I consider that my function as Auditor (in lieu of SLAB’s assessors) 

is complete relating to this taxation exercise of all 10 accounts. I do not propose to 

take the taxation exercise to the next step of detailing precisely how much each 

account is to be taxed at after the abatements proposed by SLAB are all restored to 

the 10 accounts. I will leave the   detail of that task to those at SLAB and B&B who 

deal with that routinely, perhaps even daily ? 

8. I turn now to the subject of travel to/from Dungavel which was the subject of the 

lengthiest submissions by all 6 professionals with whom I have had dealings in these 3 

taxation diets. There is no doubt that the very extensive Legal Aid Regulations and 

Statutes to which I was referred give very precise detail of when travel costs can and 

cannot properly be claimed and also provide great detail as to when these should be 

apportioned between 2 or more clients/ accounts. Interpretation of those Regulations 

was the crux of the issue in dispute in these accounts. On one hand, it was difficult to 

rule against SLAB on their strict adherence to and application of those Regulations 

which they do routinely apply stringently, however, in the circumstances of this remit 

to me for taxation there is a very important additional and complicating element, 

namely the purported ‘agreement’ between SLAB and B&B which was apparently 

reached around December 2011 and was then discussed and apparently “adjusted “ 

between them again in the Glasgow Auditor’s room on 10.12.12. 

 

9. It was an unusual remit to the Auditor in my opinion as detailed at para (3) of this 

report in the sense that I was being asked to decide on these accounts on the basis of 

that purported agreement. I consider that it would be inconsistent of me to accept 

B&B’s submissions [explanations effectively] relating to the abated entries described in 

para. 6 and 7 above in their 15 page submissions, and then not to accept their 

submissions on their apparent understanding of that purported agreement and on how 

they applied that understanding and interpreted that relating to their subsequent 

travel claims. B&B repeatedly emphasised that their accounts were submitted ‘in good 

faith’ and in accord with not only the terms of the agreement but in the spirit of that 

agreement.  

 

10. My decision is therefore to uphold B&B’s sub missions on their interpretation of that 

agreement on the travel issue with the following proviso, namely that they would not be  

entitled to travelling at all, unless visiting Dungavel to see 2 or more detainees on the 

same day. That proviso also has a caveat though, i.e. that the ‘minimum of 2 detainees’ 

“rule “ would not apply where urgency to visit one only has been demonstrated. For the 

avoidance of doubt urgency was demonstrated [to me at least] for all visits detailed in 

the 10 accounts disputed as narrated in B&B’s written explanatory submissions 

responding to SLAB’s abatement notes. 
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11. I emphasise that the purported agreement appears to have confused and complicated 

the issue of SLAB’s usual strict interpretation of their own Regulations. I believe SLAB 

have assumed a different  “starting- point” for multiple-client visits than B&B have. 

SLAB staff have the advantage of their complete familiarity with their own Guidance. 

B&B may have been [at that time ] less familiar ,although I accept that they are a firm 

of legal professionals and thus not to be equated to lay persons or of similar status, but 

B&B’s first point of reference in their whole argument from the outset in this taxation 

was the purported agreement and the spirit and terms of it, not how that “agreement “ 

could be interpreted if read in conjunction with the detailed L A Regulations. 

 I understand that the ‘agreement’ covered more than these 10 B&B “sample “ accounts 

over a period in 2012 but that the issues covered in this taxation, do not arise for 

accounts lodged more recently than 2012.  My reason for referring to this, is that I 

consider that this Report/ decision should apply to these 10 accounts and any other 

similar accounts in dispute for the period up to the date of the first taxation diet of 

10.12.12, but that this decision should not necessarily be taken as a precedent to be 

followed for any accounts for work after that date. I cannot be sure of the precise 

date when the respective parties’ positions changed relating to the purported 

agreement, but I believe it may have been initiated by their meeting of 10.12.12. 

 

12. I  have issued this Report to both parties but have not completed precise calculations 

on what I consider to be the correct sums ‘as taxed’ on all 10 accounts. For that reason 

I do not intend to issue fee certificates for any “account as taxed” but will leave it to 

parties to agree the revised sums due for all 10 accounts. The total sum in dispute 

across all 10 accounts was £696.85, that being 32% of the overall sums of the accounts 

of £2,178.81. Accordingly, the taxation fees would have been payable by SLAB as the 

unsuccessful party in the taxation diet(s). In all the circumstances of this highly 

unusual taxation procedure, however, I will waive all taxation fees. 

 

 Report issued by email to all parties on  20th June, 2014 

 

 

 

K Carter 
Auditor of Court (interim) 

Glasgow 
20 .6.14          
































































